FLOLITE by Man-D-Tec®

PATENTED, COMPACT FLUORESCENT LIGHTING FIXTURE, DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR ELEVATOR APPLICATIONS.

Warm white 26 watt output per fixture. Fixtures include a pre-mounted handy box for easy installation. The fixture diameter and exclusive, easy-mount design is the same as our MegaBeam™ series.

*Product Specifications on the back of page.*
# FLOLITE® SPECIFICATIONS

## Fixture (FLOLITE)

**MATERIAL (TRIM):** One-piece aluminum

**DIMENSIONS:**
- 4.00” Overall Height
- 6.63” Cutout Hole
- 8.00” Overall Diameter

*Use Same Hole Cutout Size as Our MegaBeam™ Fixtures.*

**FINISHES:**
- Black: Powder Coat **STANDARD**
- Brushed: #4 Silver Brushed Finish **(Option)**
- Polished: High Luster #8 Mirror Finish **(Option)**
- White: Powder Coat **(Option)**
- Gold: Powder Coat **(Option)**

**SOCKET:** 2 pin snap-in

**BULB:** PL-S-13-C 13 watt w/ protective coating (2 required per fixture)

**TO REPLACE LAMPS:**
In order to replace the compact fluorescent bulbs, grasp the reflector trim with both hands and start rotating the trim as you pull downward. Once the trim is removed, each of the bulbs can be removed from the base and replaced with our PL-S-13-C coated, 13 watt, 2 pin base bulb. Once the bulbs have been replaced, reinsert the trim by pushing straight up into the lamp housing.

## Outer Housing

**MATERIAL:** One-piece aluminum

**MOUNTING:** Integrated tabs (requires four (4) screws)

## Wiring

**VOLTAGE:** Input: 115 VAC

Pigtail wires ready for wiring in pre-mounted, integrated handy box

## Emergency (Optional)

**ELS-500®**
 Powers (2) two Flolite fixtures during a normal power failure.

*Exceeds A17.3 4-hour runtime code requirement for emergency lighting.*